
Salesforce  B2C-Commerce-Developer  Exam
Questions – Tips To Pass
Do you know the importance of a Salesforce certification in the IT industry? Success in Salesforce
certification  exams  increases  your  credibility,  helps  you  land  well-paid  jobs,  and  multiple
opportunities to climb the career ladder. The Salesforce Developer B2C-Commerce-Developer exam
belongs to the Salesforce certification. It is one of the demanding Salesforce certification exams and
thousands of IT aspirants attempt it to verify their skillset. Passing the Salesforce Certified B2C
Commerce Developer B2C-Commerce-Developer credential exam increases your chances of success
while applying for high-paying jobs. The B2C-Commerce-Developer certification test is undoubtedly
difficult to crack. You must prepare thoroughly to earn the B2C-Commerce-Developer certification.
So, if you want to pass the B2C-Commerce-Developer exam in one go, you must prepare smartly.
Smart  preparation  is  the  key  to  passing these  certification  exams.  To  help  you do  successful
preparation in one go, P2PExams bring authentic Salesforce B2C-Commerce-Developer Exam
Questions. Preparing actual Salesforce B2C-Commerce-Developer exam questions by P2PExams is
the reliable way to get ready for Salesforce B2C-Commerce-Developer certification tests. If you are
anxious about the preparation for the B2C-Commerce-Developer exam, you should use valid B2C-
Commerce-Developer exam dumps from a trusted source such as P2PExams. This platform offers
100%  latest  Salesforce  Certified  B2C  Commerce  Developer  B2C-Commerce-Developer  exam
questions in three convenient formats: desktop Salesforce B2C-Commerce-Developer practice exam
software,  web-based practice exam, and a Salesforce Developer B2C-Commerce-Developer PDF
document.  All  formats  have  Salesforce  Certified  B2C  Commerce  Developer  B2C-Commerce-
Developer real questions that are enough to prepare for the Salesforce Developer B2C-Commerce-
Developer exam in a short time.

Real  Exam  Questions  &  Answers  in  Salesforce  B2C-
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Commerce-Developer  PDF  Format
Professionals all over the globe give ideas to update Salesforce Certified B2C Commerce Developer
B2C-Commerce-Developer PDF dumps of P2PExams. As a result, we can offer you real and updated
information about the Salesforce Developer B2C-Commerce-Developer exam. We create Salesforce
B2C-Commerce-Developer questions that are exactly like the real test questions in terms of pattern,
content, and level of complexity. Experts also provide us with crucial information so that we can
keep our B2C-Commerce-Developer pdf questions updated as the technology and Salesforce exam
content changes. The amazing thing about our B2C-Commerce-Developer dumps is compatibility
with  smart  devices.  You can easily  carry  Salesforce  Certified  B2C Commerce  Developer  B2C-
Commerce-Developer  questions  in  PDF  to  any  place  and  revise  Salesforce  Developer  B2C-
Commerce-Developer actual questions without time limits.

Salesforce B2C-Commerce-Developer Practice Test Software
– Deal with Exam Pressure
You can modify the Salesforce Developer B2C-Commerce-Developer practice test in our desktop
software depending on questions types and mock exam duration to meet your training needs.
Another leading feature of our B2C-Commerce-Developer practice exam software is that it creates a
test  scenario as per the actual  Salesforce Certified B2C Commerce Developer B2C-Commerce-
Developer certification exam environment. Track and report feature of Salesforce B2C-Commerce-
Developer  desktop practice  test  software helps  to  identify  mistakes  in  exam preparation.  This
feature is beneficial to eliminating weaknesses and appears in the final Salesforce Developer B2C-
Commerce-Developer test will full confidence. Installation of the B2C-Commerce-Developer exam
simulation  software  on  Windows computers  is  a  hassle-free  process.  In  case  of  any  technical
hitch, Salesforce Exam Dumps users can get assistance from P2PExams 24/7 customer support
team.

Self-Evaluation  with  Web-Based  Salesforce  B2C-Commerce-Developer
Practice  Exam

Actual B2C-Commerce-Developer test questions are undoubtedly helpful in preparing well for the
Salesforce B2C-Commerce-Developer exam. But you should also take the web-based Salesforce B2C-
Commerce-Developer  self-assessment  test  to  expand  your  knowledge  and  overcome  the  exam
anxiety.  P2PExams  Salesforce  B2C-Commerce-Developerweb-based  practice  test  makes  your
preparation mistakes free. It creates a real Salesforce Certified B2C Commerce Developer B2C-
Commerce-Developer test scenario, which helps to calm your nerves. Mac, Linux, Windows, iOS, and
Android  all  support  the  web-based  B2C-Commerce-Developer  practice  exam.  You  can  use  any
popular browser such as Chrome, Firefox, Opera, Internet Explorer, and Safari to take the web-
based Salesforce Certified B2C Commerce Developer B2C-Commerce-Developer practice exam.

Don’t  Miss  Huge  Discounts  –  Buy  P2PExams  Salesforce  B2C-Commerce-
Developer Exam Dumps Now

If  you  want  to  purchase  P2PExams  Salesforce  B2C-Commerce-Developer  valid  dumps  but  yet
confused, try the free demo of B2C-Commerce-Developer practice tests and pdf format. This free
demo of our Salesforce Developer exam product will help test the specifications of the P2PExams
exam  product  in  three  formats.  We  also  commit  free  updates  in  Salesforce  Developer  B2C-
Commerce-Developer real dumps after your purchase. You will get up to three months of free B2C-
Commerce-Developer  valid  dumps  updates  if  there  is  any  update  in  Salesforce  Certified  B2C



Commerce Developer B2C-Commerce-Developer certification exam content after  your purchase.
Those who buy P2PExams Salesforce B2C-Commerce-Developer updated dumps will not have to
worry about money loss as a full refund guarantee is available on B2C-Commerce-Developer actual
exam dumps. Users of our Salesforce real dumps will be able to claim a full refund if our product
doesn’t help them get passing marks. Download Salesforce Certified B2C Commerce Developer B2C-
Commerce-Developer actual dumps now as an amazing discount is available. Best of Luck!



Question No. 1

Universal Containers sells physical gift cards for the holidays.

What needs to occur to guarantee the cards will always be available?

A. Create an inventory record with an unlimited Allocation value.
B. Create an inventory record with an extremely high Allocation value (i.e., 1 billion
certificates).
C. Create a perpetual inventory record.
D. Create an inventory record with Backorder Handling enabled.

Answer: D

Question No. 2

Universal Containers wants to associate a region code value with an order to indicate the general
area of its destination. This region code must be accessible whenever the order history is displayed.

What is required to accomplish this?

A. Store the region code value in a session variable.
B. Define a custom attribute on the Order system object type to store the region code value.
C. Define a custom object type to store the username with the region code.
D. Store the region code value in the geolocation system attribute of the Order.

Answer: B

Question No. 3

A Digital Developer is requesting product information for an external integration. The following
Open Commerce API (OCAPI) request is NOT functioning correctly:

How should the Developer change the request?

A. Change the URI to /dw/shop/v18_3/products/creative-zen-v.
B. Change the HTTP method to PUT.
C. Change the HTTP method to GET.
D. Include an authentication token in the request.

Answer: C

Question No. 4

A Digital Developer has been given a requirement to add fault tolerance to an existing web service
integration that uses Service Framework. Administrators at Universal Containers need to be able to
configure the timeout and rate limiting.

Which approach should the Developer use to implement the requirement?



A. Implement a ServiceUnavailableException exception handler to execute fallback code.
B. Implement a condition that checks to see if the response was empty and execute fallback
code if true.
C. Create a site preference to store timeout settings and implement an IOException handler to
execute fallback code.
D. Use the setTimeout method to execute fallback code if the request has NOT completed.

Answer: A

Question No. 5

There are three logging categories: category1, category1.eu, and category1.us.

In Business Manager, category1 is enabled for WARN level and no other categories are configured.
All custom log targets are enabled.

The code segment below executes.

What is the result'

A. Logs will not be written.
B. Logs will be written to the log file with a prefix loggerFile.
C. Logs will be written to the log file with a prefix custom-loggerFile.
D. Logs will be written to the log file with a prefix customwarn.

Answer: C
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